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Single subject courses at Uppsala University.
Academic Writing in English in the Social Sciences, 7.5 credits (5EN440). Spring 2019, 25%, Uppsala, English Slavic Languages and Literatures
Princeton University Access to Social Sciences - Higher Education Diploma, TA1FE06.

Automotive Engineering and Technology - BEng Hons Degree - Topup, EA1HE118
Cake Decoration for Beginners, TF2EC047.

Russian Volume Lashes, TB1EC15
Foundation Program - ITMO University

Intensive Russian Language for Beginners Course
Content-relevant Russian Preparatory Course (Three tracks: Engineering, Natural Science, Social).

russian-final-year - University of Birmingham Module information for Russian Studies first year modules as part of Modern Languages.

Russian Core Advanced or Beginners I and II (20 credits + 20 credits) shaped the Russian-speaking world: the key cultural movements, the social, political. The course also analyses the international dimension: both relations

Social Sciences Free Online Courses & MOOCs Class Central 5 Nov 2017.

These courses are collectively called MOOCs or Massive Open Online Courses. In the Personal Development, Engineering, Art & Design, and finally Science. Building Interactive 3D Characters and Social VR from University of London

?????????? ??? ??????????? (Chinese for beginners) from Saint

Course descriptions - The University of Auckland

Intensive social science courses are available for graduates in Russian, so as to help overcome any initial fears or doubts experienced by beginners in this field.

The course is designed for scientists and engineers engaged in work. Learn Russian Students will learn the Cyrillic alphabet, some basic rules of pronunciation and the essentials of Russian grammar. The sequel to this course is RUSSIAN 1ZZ3.

Trainings in Russian in Luxembourg - lifelong-learning.lu
See CLEMMOW, P. C. Plastics for engineers, an introductory course.


Language Learning Coursera A beginners course that introduces the student to four areas of competence in Polish: speaking.

Introduction to the essentials of Russian grammar.